
Interference

Our interleaved model of concurrency allows concurrent processes to
interleave their actions in an arbitrary manner. This interleaving can
result in incorrect updates being made to the processes or programs
state. This phenomenon is known as interference.

The Web Counter Problem

A web site uses a database to maintain a persistent count of the number
of vistors. The web server can serve two HTTP connections at the same
time. Every web page that this site serves out has the sites hit count
displayed at its bottom.

We wish this hit count to correctly reflect the number of visitors to our
web site.



The database allows a new count to be inserted into it or for the current
count to be selected. Thus, our database process is as followsa:

Database = Database[0],

Database[count: 0..Max] =

(insert[newCount: 0..Max] -> Database[newCount]

| select[count] -> Database[count]

).

Each web page must display our visitor counter at its bottom.
Obviously, each time we dish out a web page, we have had another
visitor. So, let us try and model a typical web page as follows:

WebPage = (request -> select[oldCount: 0..Max-1]

-> insert[oldCount+1] -> reply -> WebPage).

aHere Max is some unspecified constant value.



Some important points to note:

• if oldCount was to have the range 0..Max then we could increment
the counter beyond its specified bounds.

• the actions select[Max] and insert[0] are not used by this
process!

This last point is particularly serious with our process algebra. To avoid
errors here we need to enforce synchronization around these two
actions. Thus, we need to extend the alphabet of the WebPage process.
Thus, we get the following correct definition of the WebPage process:

WebPage = (request -> select[oldCount: 0..Max-1]

-> insert[oldCount+1] -> reply -> WebPage)

+ { select[Max], insert[0] }.



Finally, by composing these processes together, we may model the
||WebSite process as followsa:

||WebSite = ({ url1, url2 }::Database

|| url1:WebPage

|| url2:WebPage).

aNote: the use of action labeling. Without this we could not synchronize around

the WebPage’s insert and select actions.



Now, all we need to do is determine if this process is correct or not!

First though, let us consider what it means for the process to be
incorrect. Our ||WebSite process is incorrect if we can find a trace of
the process such that more people have visited the site than the
Database process has recorded.

Consider the following tracea:

• url1.request

• url1.select.0

• url2.request

• url2.select.0

• url1.insert.1

• url2.insert.1

Notice how at the end of this trace, despite the fact that two people
have visited the site, the Database process has only recorded the
passage of one visitor!

aLatter on in the course we will learn how to discover such traces using the ltsa

tool.



Clearly, this trace shows up a flaw in our original program. Increments
have been lost because the shared counter is not updated atomically.
Thus, both the url1 and url2 web pages read the value 0 and then both
subsequently set the database to be 1.

If the url1 web page increment were to finish before the url2 web page
increment, then the counter would read 2 (as we want).

A destructive update, caused by the arbitrary interleaving of select and
insert operations, has caused this interference.

These types of program bugs tend to be extremely difficult to detect.
Such bugs occur infrequently and only then when certain conditions
arise!

The general solution to such interference problems is ensure that
interaction with the shared data structure occurs in a mutually
exclusive manner. Typically, atomic actions can be used to model
mutually exclusive access.



Mutual Exclusion

One approach to ensure mutual exclusion is to use a tokena. The idea
being that a process can not use a shared resource until they have the
token.

Any process without a token is therefore unable to interact with the
resource. If there is only one such token, then only one process can be
accessing the shared resource at any one point in time. In other words,
we have mutually exclusive access to the shared resource.

The following process definition implements such a token:

Token = (acquire -> release -> Token).

aSometimes also known as a lock.



The web page process may then utilize such tokens by insisting that any
process wishing to access the data base must first acquire the token.
Then, and only then, may they interact with the database using insert
and select actions.

This allows us to define a token database as follows:

||TokenDB = (Token || Database).

Remember, that the extra unwanted behavior that this process displays

eg. insert −→ release −→ . . . is a valid trace.

shall not be a problem here. This is because we are assuming that the
user of our token database process will enforce these constraints (we
shall use this trick quite frequently from now on.)!



Thus the WebPage process now becomes:

WebPage =

(request ->

acquire ->

select[count: 0..Max-1] ->

insert[count + 1] ->

release ->

WebPage

) + { select[Max], insert[0] }.

with the WebSite process becomming:

||WebSite = ({url1, url2}::TokenDB

|| url1:WebPage

|| url2:WebPage).



Now, let us try and replicate the process trace that caused us problems
before.

• url1.request

• url1.acquire

• url1.select.0

• url2.request

• Notice now that we can not yet engage in the action
url2.acquire. This is because the Token process first requires to
engage in a url1.release (or url2.release - this latter possible
action arises as a result of use the double colon labeling operator)
action before this may be permitted to happen.

In other words, it looks like we have managed to avoid the previous
type of error. Latter on in the course we will learn how to mechanically
check (using the ltsa tool) that this is indeed so.



Signal Actions (or Defining Actions as

Processes)

Once a process has completed some behavior, it is possible for the
process to signal this fact.

In order for this to work our signal action needs to be a shared action.

So, let Call be the process we wish to behave as, until a given signal

action occurs.

If the Calling process is ran concurrently with the Call process and
engages in the signal action, it must then wait until the Call process
eventually(?) engages in the shared signal action.

In this way, we can use shared actions and synchronization to enforce
mutually exclusive behavior. When these ideas are combined with the
hiding of actions, we can simulate the idea of defining an action to be
the behavior of a process!



This is best seen via an example:

Example 1 The previous web site process can be abstracted using the
following process equations:

AbstractDatabase = AbstractDatabase[0],

AbstractDatabase[count: 0..Max-1] = (increment -> AsbtractDatabase[count+1]).

AbstractWebPage = (request -> increment -> reply -> AbstractWebPage).

||AbstractWebSite = ({url1, url2}:AbstractWebPage || {url1, url2}::AbstractDatabase).



What would be nice is if we could define the action increment as being
the following process behavior:

acquire -> select[val: 0..Max-1] -> insert[val+1] -> release

We can simulate this using signal actions. The signal action informs us
that a prespecified behaviour has occurred.

Using hiding, we can then hide low level actions (such as acquire, select,
insert and release).

Thus, we arrive at the following refined web site process:

Behavior = (acquire -> select[val: 0..Max-1]

-> insert[val+1] -> release -> increment -> Behavior).

||RefinedWebPage = (Behavior || AbstractWebPage).

Notice how if we hide the signal action increment we now obtain our
original solution!


